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Introduction

Sea Surface
Te pe tu e s and
Temperature
d
Convection in the
Labrador Sea.
Sea

A targeted
d analysis
l i off llong time
i series
i off satellite
lli ddata sets over
the Atlantic Ocean are being conducted to lay the foundation for
the identification of signatures of changes in the AMOC.
AMOC The
satellite data sets are multimulti-decadal time series of sea surface
temperature from infrared radiometers
radiometers, surface wind speeds and
the
h iice edge.
d D
During
i the
h period
i d spannedd by
b these
h
measurements
there have been several generations of satellite sensors,
sensors but
recently reprocessed data sets are believed to minimize,
minimize as far as
possible,, the artifacts that result from changing
p
g g sensors and
orbital drift
drift. Additional shorter data sets
sets, such as vector winds
andd microwave
i
sea surface
f
temperatures, as well
ll as modeled
d l d
NWP fields as necessary,
necessary are being used to enhance the
scientific merit of the analyses.
analyses Focus is being directed to areas
of deepp water formation in the North Atlantic.

Part off our focused
f
d analyses
ly off satellite
lli data
d
sets is to determine variability of surface
conditions
diti
th
thatt might
i ht be
b sensitive
iti to
t MOC
fluctuations. Using
g data from the AVHRR
Pathfinder v5 global SST climatology in
conjunction
j
i with
i h pprofiles
fil from
f
the
h ARGO
A GO
array the characteristics of the upper water
array,
column
l
iin th
the L
Labrador
b d S
Sea area are being
b i
studied in relation to the timetime-series of multimultiyear satellite data.
data

AVHRR Pathfinder SSTs
A five year time series of weekly SSTs over the Labrador Sea area
(blue in the bottom right panel to the right) from the latest version
((V5)) off the
h global
gl b l SST fields
fi ld from
f
AVHRR on the
h NOAA Polar
l
Orbiters is shown below
below. The upper panel is mean SST (±
(± one
standard
t d d ddeviation)
i ti ) and
d th
the llower panell iis the
th minimum
i i
temperature in the area in each week. These are derived from the
highest quality flagged night
night--time data
data. When data from later
years become
y
b
available
il bl ((see bbelow),
l ) this
hi analysis
ly i will
ill bbe extended
d d
to cover the more recent years when a stronger SST appears to be
present.
t

The figures (left) show time series of the
ARGO measurements
t iin the
th Labrador
L b d Sea
S
((blue area,, bottom right).
g ) Top
p left is
Temperature which is not a strong controller
Temperature,
off density,
d i y but
b which
hi h can be
b measuredd from
f
space and top right is salinity,
space,
salinity which is a
strong
t
controller
t ll off temperature,
t
t
bbutt which
hi h
cannot be measured from space.
p
Bottom left
is derived density (σ
(σ0).
)

P bl
Problems
and
d concerns
Even though there is over a decade of ARGO data,
data the sampling
i critical
in
i i l areas iis quite
q i sparse
p
andd spatially
p i lly and
d temporally
p lly
irregular Are we capable of capturing accurately the deep
irregular.
convection?
ti ?

Winter convection in the Labrador Sea
Th are no convincing
There
i i g signals
ig l off winter
i
convection
i in
i the
h ARGO data
d
in the Labrador Sea
Sea. Is this because the convection is on small horizontal
scales
l nott sampled
l d bby th
the profilers,
fil
or was there
th no convection?
ti ?
Th length
The
l th off winter,
i t as determined
d t
i d bby th
the presence off SST<SST<-1oC in
i the
th
AVHRR Pathfinder data , is rather invariant from year to year. The
number of cold weeks does show interannual variability
variability, but (on this
small sample
p size)) is not obviouslyy related to the likelihood of winterwinter-time
convection.
convection

B
Because
off cloud
l d cover, sampling
li off SST bby iinfrared
f
d sensors iis
irregular. How does this influence our description of interannual
variability?
Th iis a known
There
k
warm bias
bi in
i cold
ld SST retrievals
t i l – how
h does
d
this influence the analysis?
y
The cold temperatures seen in the winter in the Labrador Sea are
absent in the ARGO data.
data Why?

Next steps
•Identify
Id tif a bbetter
tt metric
t i ffor winter
i t convection
ti iin the
th ARGO data
d t iin the
th Labrador
L b d Sea.
S

Multiple
i
SS
SST time
i
series
i iin Labrador Sea
S

•Extend
E
d analysis
l i off AVHRR P
Pathfinder
hfi d SST time
i series,
i varying
i averaging
i areas.
•Include MODIS and AMSRAMSR-E SSTs into the analysis
y
•Studyy wind signals
g
in the wintertime Labrador Sea area.
•Extend analysis to the West Greenland Sea

Wind fields in AMOC
critical areas

U i ddata
Using
t stored
t d iin the
th GHRSSTGHRSST-DDS (G
(Group for
f High
Hi h Resolution
R l ti SST
SST-Diagnostics Data Set) time series of all available satellite
satellite--derived SSTs can be
derived Here we show several years of daily values of averaged SSTs in a 2ox2o
derived.
box centered on the 60oN,, 55oW. Although
g there is significant
g
spread
p
between
the data sets – the causes of which are under investigation – the pattern of the
annuall cycles
l are replicated
li t d iin all
ll data
d t sets.
t The
Th amplitude
lit d off the
th seasonall cycle
l
is increasing in all data sets.

QuikSCAT wind speed and direction data reveal
the reverse
reverse--Greenland tip jet 15 January 2004
The emphasis
p
of the analysis
y of the surface wind fields will be on the wintertime features in the
areas of deep water formation.
formation An example of a high wind speed event is the Greenland Tip Jet,
Jet
which
hi h occurs to the
h southh off Greenland
G
l d from
f
November
N
b to April,
A il when
h lowlow
l -pressure systems
cross the south of Greenland where mountains divert the winds, accelerating them around the
Southern tip of Greenland.
Greenland Peak wind speeds reach well in excess of 20 ms-1, but last for
relatively
y short pperiods of a day
y or so.
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